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Selection criteria generally fall into three categories: platform

quality, business ft, and technology ft. The categories and

criteria within them should be considered as a starting

point and adapted according to the specifc needs and

circumstances of each organisation.

Organisations should consider which criteria are relevant and

determine appropriate weighting of each before including in

a procurement process. The categories described in Table 1

provide a common scaolding or the selection o platorms

and services. Additional selection criteria can be added as

appropriate to specifc local context.

Table 1: Platform Selection Criteria Categories

Category Typical Criteria Description

Platform quality Availability, reliability, auditability, documentation,

training, performance, portability, security,

supportability, and scalability.

Quality attributes relate to howwell a platform

delivers the functionality required of it.

Business ft Platform features, sensing device support, data

sharing, analytics, reporting, cost, and usability.

Business ft criteria are about whether a solution

will actually provide the air quality data needed in

ways are needed by your organisation.

Technology ft Standards, platform management,

documentation, support, and integration.

Technology ft reers to howwell a platorm will

ft with your organisations existing inormation

technology infrastructure and systems.
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This factsheet is part of a suite of resources designed to support local government action on air quality through

the use o smart low-cost sensing technologies. It is the frst Australian project o its kind. Check the project

website for resources and updates on post project collaborations: www.openair.org.au

OPENAIR is coordinated by the National Smart Sensing Network (NSSN) and delivered in partnership with the University of Technology Sydney,

Australian National University, Western Sydney University.

OPENAIR is made possible by the Smart Places Acceleration Program under NSWGovernment’s Digital Restart Fund.
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Associated OPENAIR resources

For more detailed information on this topic see the OPENAIR

Best Practice Guide chapter Platforms and digital services

criteria. The Best Practice Guide chapter IoT reference

architecture for smart air quality monitoring provides more

information on the reference architecture for smart air

quality monitoring.

Further reading

The Internet of Things Platform Selection Guideline

published by the IoT Alliance Australia provides concise and

relevant guidance for private and government organisations

to assist in the adoption of IoT technologies. It aims to create

a guide that will provide a “running start” for buyers to select

between platforms.


